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Table 1. Precipitation (inches) for the Table 2. Total chlorophyll (mg/gm) 
sampling dates during June, July, and percentage difference between 
August, September, and October. western wheatgrass and blue grama. 
Archer Substation, Wyoming. 1965. Archer Substation. 1965. 

Sampling date Precipitation 

6/29- 7/14 .14 
7/14- 7129 1.53 
7/29- B/17 .73 
B/17- 9/ 2 .05 
9/ 2- 9/18 .95 
9/18- 9/30 1.06 
g/30--IO/13 .oo 

10/13-IO/29 1.17 

Date 
Western Blue1 Percentage2 

wheatgrass grama difference 

6129 2.33 2.34 0.0 
7/14 2.53 1.66 34.4 
7129 2.21 2.14 3.2 
8117 1.55 1.44 7.1 

91 2 1.30 1.05 19.2 
9/18 1.29 .58 55.0 
9130 1.03 .56 45.6 

IO/13 1.20 .61 49.2 
10/29 1.06 .47 55.7 

July 29 as a result of 1.53 inches pre- 
cipitation and resultant plant growth. 

1 Plant material includes seed stalks and 
heads. 

Total chlorophyll and chlorophyll a 
and b concentrations in blue grama 
again declined sharply between July 
29 and September 18, probably as a 
result of decreasing precipitation and 
an increase in plant maturity. Chloro- 
phyll concentration in the blue grama 
increased slightly between September 
18 and October 13. The small increase 
was associated with conditions more 
favorable for plant growth as a result 
of the precipitation received during 
September. 

2 Western wheatgrass used as the base for 
comparing percentage differences in total 
chlorophyll. 

During the study period western 
wheatgrass plant material contained 
25% more total chlorophyll than did 
the blue grama plant material. The 
greater amount of total chlorophyll 
concentration in the western wheat- 
grass may have resulted from the 
plants being under more soil-water 
stress than were the blue grama plants. 

Tbtal chlorophyll concentration (per- 
centage basis) of western wheatgrass 
was greater than that of the blue 
grama at all sampling times, except 
the first when they were the same (Ta- 
ble 2). The difference in total chloro- 
phyll concentration between the two 
species was smallest during the fifth 
sampling period, and the greatest dur- 
ing the seventh sampling time. After 
the fifth sampling date, the difference 
in total chlorophyll concentration be- 
tween the two species increased 
markedly. 

Chlorophyll a was more abundant 
than chlorophyll b in both grass spe- 
cies throughout the growing season. 

The ratio of chlorophyll a to b de- 
creased with time in both species. 
Chlorophyll a and b concentration of 
western wheatgrass was greater than 
that of blue grama. The decrease in 
amount of chlorophyll became more 
pronounced with the advance of the 
season. Thus, the stage of maturity 
and the climatic conditions appeared 
to influence the chlorophyll concen- 
tration in blue grama and western 
wheatgrass plants. 
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Planned Grazing for Montana Ranges1 

NED W. JEFFERIES 

Extension Range Management Specialist, Cooperative 
Extension Service, Montana State University, Boxeman. 

Highlight 

Grazing management alternatives for Montana ranches 
are discussed. Management is usually based on one of the 
following programs: seasonlong grazing, deferred rotation, 
rest rotation or seasonal grazing. The grazing program 
must then be adapted to the individual ranch or range unit. 

l Received February 
March 4, 1970. 

13, 1970; accepted for publication 

There is no grazing system that is best under all condi- 
tions. The rancher must make a choice based on the knowl- 
edge of his range, livestock operation, and economic posi- 
tion. The system that he follows must then be tailored to 
fit his operation (Anderson, 1967a). 

Specialized grazing systems, such as the deferred rotation 
or rest rotation, are designed to increase the quantity of 
desirable range vegetation. They are not designed to in- 
crease individual livestock gains. Increased grazing capacity 
and gains per acre will result from the production of a 
greater amount of forage and more efficient use of it. If 
the stocking rate was correct prior to initiating a specialized 
grazing system, a large increase in the gains of individual 
animals will probably not occur. However, over a period 
of years, the rancher will be able to increase his stocking 
rates and increase his livestock production per acre. 
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Seasonlong Grazing 
Seasonlong grazing is the term used to designate grazing 

a single range unit throughout the entire growing season. 
Seasonlong grazing in Montana is least harmful to ranges 
dominated by low growing grasses capable of vegetative 
reproduction. Grasses such as blue grama (Bouteloua grac- 
ilis), buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides), and Kentucky blue- 
grass (Pea prutensis) are quite resistant to total defoliation 
and can withstand repeated grazing. Bunchgrasses such as 
green needlegrass (Slips viridula), bluebunch wheatgrass 
(Agropyron spicutum), and rough fescue (Festucu scubrella) 
depend upon seeds for reproduction. They are more readily 
defoliated and are easily damaged unless rest periods are 
provided. 

With proper rates of use, range condition can be main- 
tained under seasonlong grazing. However, it is difficult to 
improve a range with this type of grazing management. 

Some improvement in range condition may occur in re- 
sponse to the development of additional water facilities or 
through fencing to obtain better distribution of grazing 
livestock. Obtaining proper distribution of the grazing ani- 
mals and determining a realistic stocking rate are the two 
hardest problems encountered in seasonlong grazing. 

A dvan tages 
1. Cattle have access to the entire range area throughout 
the growing season. They are allowed greater selectivity of 
forage during the early portion of the grazing season than 
under any other system. 

2. Cattle, especially cows, tend to find a “home” for them- 
selves. This reduces “fencewalking” and “fencecrawlers.” 

3. There is a minimum of livestock herding and movement 
involved. 

4. The investment in fencing and labor is minimal. 

5. Under similar range conditions, gains of individual ani- 
mals are often greater than under the deferred rotation 
system. 

Disadvantages 
1. It is difficult to obtain adequate distribution of livestock 
to eliminate or reduce areas of overgrazing and undergrazing. 

2. It is difficult to obtain the proper stocking rate and to 
retain flexibility in stocking to avoid overgrazing during 
dry years. 

3. The preferred grasses are subjected to both early and 
repeated grazing which are especially detrimental. It is 
difficult to maintain key forage species under these condi- 
tions. 

Deferred Rotation Grazing 
Rotation grazing refers to a system in which livestock are 

periodically moved from pasture to pasture when proper 
or full use has been attained. Under deferred rotation 
grazing, each year the grazing on at least one pasture is 
deferred until the key species have produced seed. The 
order in which the pastures are grazed is changed yearly or 
every two years so no pasture receives use during the same 
period every year (Anderson, 1967b). A diagramatic scheme 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Spring Sumner 

(Seed Maturity) 

Fall. 

I:::' 
Unit Unit Unit Unit 
A B C A 

Second Unit Unit Unit Unit 
Year C A B C 

Third Unit ’ Unit Unit Unit 
Year B C A B 

FIG. 1. Example 
grazing units. 

of a deferred rotation grazing system with three 

A deferred rotation system may be established with two, 
three or more nastures. When deferment is alternated be- 
tween two pastures, it can be called a switchback system. 
Another variation involves grazing all pastures throughout 
the grazing season except the pasture being deferred. A 
different pasture is deferred each year. 

The period when grazing is most detrimental varies be- 
tween the species of grasses, forbs, and shrubs. It is most 
important that pastures are not grazed at the same time 
each year. Systematically changing the time of grazing will 
tend to maintain all of the more desirable species. 

Advantages 
1. Concentrating livestock on a smaller area forces the live- 
stock to utilize portions of the range that normally would 
receive little or no grazing. 
2. The movement of livestock from nasture to nasture re- 
duces the repeated grazing of preferre;l plant spehes. These 
plants are allowed to mature and build up high carbohy- 
drate reserves on a portion of the range each year. 
3. Livestock breeding efficiency may be increased due to 
the greater concentration of the breeding herd. 
4. Forage production usually increases rapidly on low con- 
dition bunchgrass ranges. Ranges in high condition or 
ranges dominated by clubmoss or blue grama sods respond 
less rapidly. 

Disadvantages 
1. This system is more easily adapted to ranges not having 
large differences in vegetation or topography. Large dif- 
ferences in elevation present problems of range readiness 
for early grazing. Areas with several vegetation types are 
often more easily managed when fenced so that each type 
is in a separate unit. 
2. To adapt a range for deferred rotation grazing usually 
requires additional fencing and water development. Springs, 
seeps, and ponds which furnish adequate water for a small 
number of livestock throughout the grazing season are often 
inadequate for large livestock numbers over a short period 
of time. 
3. Livestock must be handled more frequently than under 
seasonlong grazing. This handling can often be reduced by 
allowing a period for the natural drifting of cattle into the 
next pasture to be grazed. The movement of livestock 
should be considered during planning to eliminate long or 
difficult drives between pastures. 
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Graze Rested or Graze 
early deferred late Rest 

First Unit Unit Unit Unit 
Year A D C B 

Second U;lit Unit Unit Unit 1 
Year B A D C 

Third Unit Unit Unit Unit 
Year C B A D 

Fourth 
Year 

Unit Unit Unit Unit 
D C B A 

FIG. 2. Example 
grazing units. 

of a rest rotation grazing system with four 

4. Extreme care must be used to avoid overgrazing during 
the earliest grazing period. Usually, the grasses are in a 
rapid growth stage during this period and are easily dam- 
aged. The stocking rate of a pasture during the early part 
of the growing season is not as great as it would be later. 

Rest Rotation Grazing 
Rest rotation grazing might be termed the “crash pro- 

gram” management system. Under this system, the range 
area is divided into four or more grazing units of approxi- 
mately equal grazing capacity (Fig. 2). With a four pasture 
system, two or three of the pastures are grazed each year. 
One unit is grazed early, and another unit is grazed after 
seedset. A third unit is either grazed late in the growing 
season or rested to build up the vigor of the key forage spe- 
cies. At least one pasture receives complete rest from graz- 
ing. The grazing sequence is rotated every year so that each 
pasture receives over a four year period, one year of early 
grazing, one or two years of late grazing, and at least one 
year of complete rest. 

The theory behind this system can best be explained by 
following a pasture through a four year cycle (Hormay and 
Talbot, 1961). The first year, the pasture would be grazed 
heavily during the early portion of the year to obtain full 
forage use on the area. It would then be protected during 
the latter part of the season. The second year, the pasture 
would receive no use or late use allowing the plants to re- 
gain vigor. The third year, the pasture would be grazed 
during the latter part of the season after seeds have been 
produced by the key species. This grazing would aid in 
distributing and covering seeds. The pasture would be 
rested the fourth year to allow seedling establishment. 

Advantages 

1. Bunchgrass ranges in poor to fair condition respond 
rapidly to this type of management. These ranges are de- 
pendent mostly on seeds for regeneration. 

Seed production is of less importance to the recovery of 
plains ranges and is much less reliable. Range improve- 
ment in these grasslands is a result of a) vegetative repro- 
duction of rhizomatous species such as western and thick- 
spike wheatgrasses (Agropyron smithii and A. dasystachum); 
b) increased vigor and plant size of desirable bunchgrasses; 
c) reduced density of clubmoss and blue grama sods; and d) 
new seedlings of desirable grasses, forbs, and shrubs. 

2. Other range improvement practices such as reseeding 
and weed or brush control can fit into this program quite 
easily. 
3. Distribution of range use may be improved due to con- 
centrating greater numbers of livestock on a small area for 
a short period of time. Selective grazing is reduced, at least 
to some extent (Ratliff, 1962). 

Disadvan tag-es 
1. If the range has been stocked to obtain full use of the 
entire range unit prior to the initiation of this grazing sys- 
tem, the grazing intensity often employed under the rest 
rotation program can be detrimental. 

If the entire range unit has not been utilized, but key 
portions have received heavy use, then only slightly heavier 
overall use of range plants will result due to the improved 
livestock distribution. The effect of this grazing is usually 
overcome by the years of rest or deferment. 

2. This system is most easily applied to areas of similar 
vegetation and topography. 

3. More fences and water developments are required with 
this system than under seasonlong grazing. Adequate water- 
ing facilities are especially critical when a rest rotation 
grazing system is used. 

4. The heavier grazing intensity may initially result in 
lower individual gains on yearling cattle. This effect on 
the weight gains will diminish as the productivity of the 
pastures increases. 

Seasonal Grazing 
Many Montana ranchers must fit their livestock opera- 

tions to ranges with dissimilar vegetation and large eleva- 
tional differences. This is especially true of the foothills 
and mountain valley ranches utilizing mountain rangelands 
or cut-over timberlands. A specialized grazing system may 
be used on a portion of the range, but the livestock grazing 
must be scheduled to fit the seasonal availability of forage. 

Advantages and Opportunities 
1. Grazing can be scheduled when grasses are most palat- 
able and nutritious, or to meet the requirements of the 
vegetation or livestock. 

2. Individual pastures can be deferred, rested or lightly 
grazed to build up vigor and improve range condition. 

3. Pastures seeded to introduced cool season grasses can be 
used to defer or delay grazing on native species. These pas- 
tures also fill the need of lactating animals for large quan- 
tities of early forage (Houston and Urick, 1967). 

4. When possible, a deferred or rest rotation system should 
be incorporated in the grazing program. 

Disadvantages 

1. Unless the operator has an adequate knowledge of the 
range plants and their reactions to grazing, little improve- 
ment of the range will be attained. 

2. On rougher range units, poor livestock distribution is 
often the cause of overgrazing, not excessive livestock num- 
bers. Better distribution of livestock on these ranges can 
be attained by improving watering facilities, salting, riding, 
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etc. The intensive use of small pastures for short periods 
rather than large pastures will also result in better distribu- 
tion of grazing. 

Summary 
No grazing system can override the effects of continuous 

overuse on ihe- range. The maximum profit from a piece 
of rangeland involves a compromise between maximum live- 
stock gains per acre and kaximum gains on a per head 
basis. Maximum gain per acre is attained with he&y stock- 
ing of the range and maximum individual gains occur with 
light stocking rates (Harlan, 1958). 

Specialized grazing systems such as the deferred rotation 
or rest rotation systems can improve range condition and 
increase forage production on most Montana ranches. As 
range condition improves, the range can sustain greater live- 
stock numbers, the production per individual grazing ani- 
mal can increase, or-both may occur. The degree to which 
livestock production is improved will be influenced 
grazing management and the range condition. 

by past 
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VIEWPOINTS 

Range Management, Conser- 
vation, and the Objectives of 
the American Society of Range 

Management: An Opinion 
Too long have the American Society 

of Range Management (ASRM) and 
workers in the range management field 
overlooked differences in range philos- 
ophy. Most of us have labored with 
the idea that though our techniques 
may be different, our goal was the 
same-conservation. A highlight of the 
1970 ASRM Convention was the dis- 
cussion in which panel members sought 
to define range and range manage- 
ment, and tried to formulate these into 
the role and objectives of the Society. 
This discussion led me to the conclu- 
sion that there are widely different 
philosophies in range management, 
that there may be many different con- 
servation objectives, and finally that 
there are several potentially different 
roles for the Society. The role of the 
Society as a forum was mentioned by 
several panel members; this is perhaps 
the most important way the Society 
can truly be dynamic-to openly dis- 
cuss diverse viewpoints of range man- 
agement philosophy, rather than being 
merely a podium for presentation of 
research papers. 

Range Defined 
To set a framework for the discus- 

sion to follow (and following the for- 
mat used at the convention) we need 

to agree upon the definition of range. 
Defining range would probably prompt 
as many definitions as there are So- 
ciety members. Each definition seems 
invariably to have exceptions or spe- 
cial inclusions because of past cultiva- 
tion, rehabilitation work that involved 
cultivation (albeit with specialized 
equipment), woodlands, and many 
others. Virtually every definition pre- 
sented by the panel raised additional 
questions. What is open space? What 
are wildlands? How do woodlands fit 
in? What about greenbelts left near 
urban areas by zoning actions? 

The definition of range should be 
brief and simple, yet all inclusive. The 
key, I believe, is that it must include 
grazing. This is the historical concept 
of range, and despite a proliferation 
of new uses and recognition of other 
values, the basic tenent that separates 
our Society from others is grazing. 
Thus, my definition of range is simply 
that it is grazable land which is not 
continuously or periodically cultivated. 
For the purposes of the Society we 
should not worry about whether range 
is grassland, or how to catagorize for- 
ested lands. We should not worry 
about how to define open space, or 
whether to separate between domestic 
livestock or wildlife species. If it is 
grazed, it is range. This definition 
carries no implication of what the 
land may be best suited for, nor should 
it. Often, for example, cutover tim- 
berlands are grazed until timber re- 

production lowers forage production 
to a level where it is no longer eco- 
nomic to graze it. But in the interim, 
it is range, and can be managed as 
such. Further, separation between pas- 
ture and range is, in my opinion, 
largely an academic exercise because 
of the blurring caused by advancing 
technology in cultural practices and 
the return of several million acres from 
grains to permanent pasture. 

Objectives 
I believe a more critical discussion is 

to come to grips with objectives. The 
definition and objectives of range 
management, and the objectives of the 
ASRM need to be discussed almost 
simultaneously. Only after we have 
agreed upon all of these can the role 
of the Society be developed. 

Each member of the Society, I sus- 
pect, has his own concept of the ob- 
jectives of range management. Objec- 
tives concerning range are built up 
through education, experience, and 
exposure to the techniques of an em- 
ployer. These three E’s culminate in 
a range management philosophy for 
the individual. Most have probably 
never formalized it, but it is there. 
And the member will often believe the 
Society’s role should be to promote 
this philosophy. 

Because the objectives of range man- 
agement, and hence of the Society, get 
tangled with the objectives for range- 
lands of the individual user or of the 


